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Steel tubes as construction material have an enormous capacity. CNC bending
machines have the ability to deform material into all three dimensions in contrast
to other popular CNC techniques for architectural design that use subtractive
methods like laser-cutting and milling. The research examines the potential of
a digital deforming process of CNC-Bending. During three months the authors
developed several design concepts, programmed the necessary software for
generating the structure and produced three architectural prototypes shown at an
exhibition. Altogether they were constructed out of more than 500 pieces of steel
tubes and over 5000 bends.
Keywords: CNC bending; NURBS-curve approximation; tubular structure;
swarm behavior; parameterization.
Introduction
Since the early 1990s an increasing number of ar
chitects have readdressed formal issues. This de
velopment is closely related to the availability of
powerful computers and software that enable the
use of computational mechanisms for the explora
tion of form (Kolarevic, 2003). In general, digital
design has renewed interest into the role of ge
ometry in architecture (Aish, 2006). However, the
ease by which to generate a highly curved surface
using NURBS-curves has brought to the forefront
the question of how to construct this complex

shapes, i.e. the digital has raised the question of
the physical.
In order to construct a curved surface frequently
flexible but non-stabile material like sheet metal or
textile is mounted onto a supporting structure. This
structure often gets defined by two even spaced se
quences of planar sections along the u- and v-coor
dinates of the surface. Each of the resulting curves
is planar, too, and together they form a screening of
the surface. Extrusion of this grid-like screen leads to
the wanted support of the curved shape.
A severe disadvantage of this straightforward
approach is the inevitable appearance of elaborate
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intersections of members of the supporting struc
ture even in simple curved surfaces like balls. Fur
thermore, the static stability of a curved space de
pends to a large degree on its geometry, namely on
variations in the Gaussian curvature. An optimized
supporting structure, therefore, has to take into ac
count and react on changes in curvature that are
outside the planar section by which the typical struc
ture gets defined.
All of this implies that there is a need for spatial
curves outside planar sections in order to improve
the use of curved surfaces in architecture. This ques
tion marks the point of departure of the present work
with focus onto the construction of spatial curves by
means of bending machines. In order to avoid the
problem of elaborate intersections only members
with circular profile were used. This way, the problem
of controlling the process of deformation of a linear
element into a spatial curve could be singled out and
examined in more detail.
Of importance for the following study was some
understanding of the elastic and plastic behavior of
the steel tubes in use as well as a working knowl
edge of the functionality of the bending machine
and its limits like dimensions of the workplace, pos
sible radii of bending, or length of machinable tubes.
Only this way an interface could be developed that
translated the geometry of spatial NURBS-curves
into machine data.

About rotary draw CNC-bending
machines
While tube and pipe can be bent with a variety of
techniques, most CNC bending machines use the
method of rotary draw bending. (figure 1) With this
system, the best quality of complex tubular com
ponents can be achieved. The students had the op
portunity to work with the CNC bending machine of
type RB 42 FK CNC from the company MEWAG. The
bending capacity of this machine is St37 ø 42 x 2 mm
and it has an electronically, CNC controlled, forward
drive (L), rotation axis (R), and bending axis (A).
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Figure 1
Rotary draw bending

Production constraints of the bending
machine
A CNC bending machine offers a great freedom in
spatial deforming of an extrusion such as a tube. But
there are also some restrictions:
The minimum radius depends on the diameter
and the quality of the tube. The bending angle must
not be greater than 180 degrees, to get the tube
off the machine. The minimum straight required
between bends is equal to clamp length. The last
straight piece of the tube has also a certain mini
mum length, so the pressure can stabilize the last
bending.
The same piece can be bended following dif
ferent strategies, to avoid collisions between tube
and machine or tube and surrounding: the bending
order (from start to end or end to start) and direc
tion (bending to the left or right) can be changed.
However, certain geometries stay unbendable on
the CNC bending Machine.

Creating a bending program
The software controlling the MEWAG bending ma
chines has so far no interface for importing CAD data
directly. The geometry of the polyline that defines
the desired shape must be inserted manually, rath
er in XYZ or LRA coordinates. The bend program is
saved in the MEWAG file format called PRG. Therefore
the setup of the CNC bending machine for a special
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Figure 2
Production time for 100
bended tubes
Figure 3
LRA-coordinates

geometry is intricate. The machine works more effec
tive when the same tube is produced several times.
The tubular structures created for the present
study counted about 500 different pieces with more
than 5000 different bends. They had to be produced
in 3 days. Therefore, the authors developed software
that is able to write the PRG files directly out of the
CAD software VectorWorks (figure 2). No setup with
the MEWAG control unit is needed anymore. To start
bending, the user just has to send the files to the
machine.

Conversion from XYZ to LRA coordinates

Figure 4
Approximation of a NURBScurve

A 3-axis bending machine is controlled by three
values:
Length L: the length of straight between two
bends controls the forward drive. Rotation R: the
rotation of the tube around the axis of the tube, in
order to define the plane in which the next bending
will happen. Angle A: the bending angle, defined by
the rotation of the bend die (figure 3).
The software developed in VectorScript and in
Java converts a drawn polyline into a list of LRA coor
dinates. Other user inputs are the radius of the tool,
the diameter of the tube and the clamp length.
The software calculates the best direction for the
rotation (clockwise or counterclockwise). It gives a
warning when one of the L values is too small for the
machine. The output is a PRG file that is readable by
the MEWAG software.

Because it is more comfortable to cut the straight
tubes before bending, the software calculates the
needed length (real distance) of the tube.

Approximation of a NURBS-curve
The software written in VectorWorks transforms any
given NURBS-curve into a bendable polyline. The
NURBS-curve is interpolated with as many vertexes
as possible. The optimal distribution of these vertex
es depends on the bending angle at this vertex, the
clamp length, the tube diameter and the tool radius.
The result is a polyline that approximates a
NURBS-curve in a certain resolution (figure 4). The
different bending deformations of the final tube are
hardly to see if the NURBS-curve has not an extreme
degree of curvature. Due to the fact that the soft
ware generates the PRG files, the amount of bends
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doesn’t influence the setup time anymore. The real
bending time of the machine becomes the domi
nant time factor again.
The mentioned software parts are integrated
into more complex design algorithms. For the three
structural approaches, the students realized differ
ent software solutions. These applications deliver
the whole production data for the tubular structures
out of 500 meters steel tubes at the push of a button.
Additional modifications like an economic division
of the polylines and the consideration of the con
nections are integrated in the software. A parts-list
of all the different pieces is generated with the soft
ware, together with the numbering and labeling of
the pieces. During the process it got clear that the
knowledge of the LRA data of the geometry in an
early stage of the design process offers the possibil
ity to adapt the design to the machine restrictions.

Examples of built structures
Structure 1: particle intelligence
The first structure (figure 5) is the result of a Java pro
gram based on a boids-algorithm, a swarm-system
developed by Craig Reynolds (1987); (boids = birds

& oids = animated birds). This algorithm uses three
different types of behavior for particles: Already a
minimum of three particles is enough for a system to
behave like a swarm.
• Separation: steer to avoid crowding local flock
mates
• Alignment: steer towards the average heading
of local flockmates
• Cohesion: steer to move toward the average po
sition of local flockmates
The program allows an unlimited amount of par
ticles. While running, the user has the possibility to
influence the three parameters by setting the weight
of the behavior. That is the user is able to change the
geometry in real-time, e.g. varying the density of the
structure by increasing or decreasing the weight for
the behavior of separation.
In order to avoid infinite extension of the swarm
system a STL-model of predefined space geometry
has to be loaded into the program, first. This geom
etry defines the space of living for the particles and
gets controlled permanently by a boarder detection
algorithm. The structure itself is formed by the trac
es of the particles in space. However, for the boids
it is important not to cross already existing traces
Figure 5
Particle intelligence
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because the connections in use for the final structure
don’t allow for any crossings.
After a predefined runtime all particles steer back
to their starting point. This way endless loops are
created and the whole structure can be constructed
with only one connection detail. These settings en
able a huge amount of different feasible structures.

Structure 2: parameterized structure-net

Figure 6
Parameterized structure-net

The program for the second structure is Java-based.,
too. The designer receives direct visual feedback by
the program with the individual draft conditions
shown in real time. The resulting structure (figure
6) is a network of connected parts. Each part, a socalled space cell, is developed out of a Voronoi-algo
rithm which marks the backbone of the program. The
structure can be varied using two different groups of
parameters: one group of parameters affecting the
geometry of the whole structure the other one only
a single space cell.
The diameter of the tubes is an essential param
eter because at some points parts of the construc
tion are tangent to each other. These points are
used to connect the different space cells. The Bezier

smooth parameter allows the user to calibrate the
smoothness of the form represented by the number
of bends: fewer bends lead to a more square-edged
form. The density of the structure is influenced with
the gap parameter. With this the user defines the big
gest gap at the angular point between two tubes.
The height parameter influences the angle to
the neighbors and defines the height of the space
cell. In order to define the free space between space
cells the minimum distance parameter has to be set.
This way the density of the structure can be adjust
ed. With the column proportion parameter one can
handle the ratio between the inner and outer radius
of a space cell.

Structure 3: configurable space loops
The third structure (figure 7) is the result of a com
bination of several short algorithms. Each algo
rithm is programmed in VectorScript, the scripting
language of the VectorWorks-software, and each
small script has a specific task in the form finding
process.
In a first step a start volume (area and height) and
a free amount of inner points is defined. Afterwards,
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Figure 7
Configurable space loops

all points are connected by one of the predefined
generative algorithms, e.g. a loop through all pos
sible points where the lower segments are far away
from the middle point of the area. The computer
then calculates different routes and the designer is
able to choose the one he likes to work on. Another
algorithm allows the designer to construct a pre
defined number of loops.
An important algorithm is the one that defines
the offset between each loop. This way the structure
can adapt to different tube diameters. Furthermore,
a controller to adjust each loop separately is imple
mented. The controller allows an adjustment of dif
ferent angles of the loop in addition. On each loop
individual gaps can be defined to break the parallel
ism of the whole structure.
With this amount of settings the designer is
able to produce thousands of different structures
that can be adapted to the specific need of the
designer.
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